
The Gem Series
Design by Meike Harde

Designed to be comfortable and sociable, as well as offering

multiple options for lounging or entertaining, the Gem Chair and

Pouf allows you to tailor your seating to suit your space.

Like every piece in the sophisticated Gem series, award-winning

German furniture designer Meike Harde, has given these new

additions to the series  an inviting expression. The chair has a deep

appealing seat, and a comforting arched backrest, and the pouf has

a friendly and sociable expression thanks to its softly rounded

shape and clean lines.

Crafted to the highest quality with oak legs, long-lasting high

resilience foam filling, and fully upholstered in a range of

outstanding fabrics, the hard-working Gem Pouf also has a

practical loop at the top so you can easily move it around. The chair

is available in in two versions, with or without armrests.









Cling Coffee Table
Design by Anton Björsing

With its winning combination of classic craftsmanship and

contemporary sociable style the Cling Coffee table, from trained

cabinetmaker and designer Anton Björsing, is the ideal addition to

any modern interior.

Minimalistic in looks but multifunctional in purpose, this present-

day take on a much-loved furniture favourite, can be used

individually as well as combined with its sister coffee table to

optimise space.

Crafted from solid oak and oak veneer, and available in a smoked

oak or light oiled oak finish, the Cling Coffee Table comes flat

packed giving it a lighter carbon footprint too.







Ton Side Table
Design by Böttcher & Kayser

Challenging what conventional furniture could and should look like,

the Ton Side Table by Berlin based design studio Böttcher & Kayser

celebrates the everlasting power of nature.

Taking aesthetic references from the smoothed stones found

washed up on the shore and the horizon line that float above it, the

Ton Side Table’s base is made from a heavy Emperador marble,

hence the name.

This dark polished natural stone then provides excellent stability for

the grooved supporting column, as well as the finely brushed

aluminium tabletop that sits on top.

Part of a family of two, these high-quality and versatile side tables

are sure to bring a sense of innate beauty to any space while also

providing pleasure for all who use them.







Hifive Glass
Storage System
Design by Rudi Wulff

With its winning combination of classic craftsmanship and

contemporary sociable style the Cling Coffee table, from trained

cabinetmaker and designer Anton Björsing, is the ideal addition to

any modern interior.

Minimalistic in looks but multifunctional in purpose, this present-

day take on a much-loved furniture favourite, can be used

individually as well as combined with its sister coffee table to

optimise space.

Crafted from solid oak and oak veneer, and available in a smoked

oak or light oiled oak finish, the Cling Coffee Table comes flat

packed giving it a lighter carbon footprint too.











Archive Table Lamp
Design by Studio Sløyd

Minimal in appearance but with maximum presence, the Archive

Lamp by Norwegian designer Studio Sløyd began life as a series of

paper models created during Designers’ Saturday, Oslo’s largest

and most important national design event.

Now thanks to their materials focussed approach, Herman and

Mikkel have effortlessly replicated these initial folds and

explorative curves in a striking steel.

Part of a family of two, these high-quality and versatile side tables

are sure to bring a sense of innate beauty to any space while also

providing pleasure for all who use them.

https://www.designerssaturday.no/en/








Kin Table Lamp
Design by Morten & Jonas

The much-anticipated Kin Table Lamp from leading Norwegian

design duo Morten & Jonas has been almost a decade in the

making.

A contemporary and harmonious piece that confidently combines

quality materials and contrasting finishes; the Kin Table Lamp

comes in two bold sizes. Meanwhile the small hand dimmer, which

is neatly incorporated into the cable, allows you to soften the mood

to suit the moment.

This head turner of a light takes its cues from the shape of

collectable bobblehead figures, with its oversized mouth-blown,

matt opal glass shade sitting effortlessly on top of the softly

rounded polished Emperador marble base.







Echo Blanket
& Cushion
Design by Mariken Steen-Forgaard

Created to complement or contrast depending on your style, the

charming Echo blanket & cushion series from Norwegian graphic

artist Mariken Steen-Forgaard is as soft to the touch as it is striking

to look at.

Taking inspiration from the shifting hues that appear where the sky

and the sea meet, the high-quality Merino wool from which this

cushion is woven, naturally reflects these fleeting everyday

moments in its structure.

Available in an assortment of primary tones that are combined with

a supporting neutral, the pattern on the Echo Throw Blanket has no

visible front or back. Instead the reversed-out structure divides into

two reflecting colours.









Spool Rugs
Design by Studio Terhedebrügge

Designed to make you feel instantly at home, the Spool Rug and

Runner from Studio Terhedebrügge are both cosy, comforting and

hand crafted.

Taking their name from the spool on which every thread is wound,

before being skilfully woven by professional Indian artisans, rather

than using conventional wool these pieces are made entirely from

recycled post-consumer plastic that has been spun into a soft and

strong PET yarn.

Showcasing the Berlin based design duos’ passion for colour,

texture and graphic shapes, the Spool Rug and Runner are practical

as well as pretty. Available in three complimentary shades, they are

suitable for use both inside and outdoors, and thanks to their three-

dimensional surface are stain resistant, quick drying and easy to

maintain.











Into Vase
Design by Morten & Jonas

The Into Vase from renowned Norwegian design duo Morten &

Jonas is a truly modern and multi-functional home accessory you

won’t want to live without.

Known for their experimental take on traditional Nordic style as

well as their exciting use of contemporary colour, this smart and

striking centrepiece transforms its use depending on your everyday

needs.

Shaped from pressed steel and available in four material finishes

and colours, Into can be used both as a vase for displaying your

favourite flowers, or once their life is over, simply rotated on to its

side to become a tray for fruits, jewellery or letters.

Whichever way you choose to use it, Into is sure to become a

talking point whatever the occasion.






